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Game Details

RTP VARIANTS
VOLATILITY
MIN. BET
MAX. BET
MAX. WIN

95 / 93 / 91
High
0.20
20.0

25,000x

Available Markets

Game Features

FREESPINS Get 4 or more consecutive tumbles on a single spin and activate Freespins. The number 
of Freespins awarded is calculated as follows: number of tumbles x2 (max=16)

Game Description

Sweet Candy Cash Megaways Deluxe by Iron Dog Studio is a 
delightful new slot equipped with player-favourite mechanics 
such as cascading Tumbles, Freespins and a Hold & Win feature. 
What sets it apart within the Sweet Candy Cash Series is the 
powerful fusion of Freespins and Hold & Win, bringing a fresh 
twist into an already popular theme.

Triggering 4 or more consecutive tumbles activates Freespins. 
The amount of Freespins granted is determined by the number 
of tumbles multiplied by 2, with a max. limit of 16 Freespins. 
Additional Freespins are awarded by tumbling again 4 or more 
times.

The Hold & Win feature gets activated by landing six or more 
chocolate coins, granting players 3 respins that reset every time 
a chocolate coin lands. This feature can also be triggered while 
on Freespins - adding an extra layer of sugary excitement to the 
gameplay.

Sweet Candy Cash Megaways Deluxe offers three different 
Antebet options allowing players to tailor the gameplay to their 
needs by doubling their chances of triggering: Hold & Win only, 
Freespins only or Hold & Win and Freespins. With its vibrant 
visuals and enticing gameplay, Sweet Candy Cash Megaways 
Deluxe promises a journey through a sugar wonderland, where 
big wins and sweet rewards await behind every corner.

HOLD & WIN
 

Land 6 or more chocolate coins and trigger Hold & Win. Hold & Win can also be triggered 
during Freespins.


